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Esri Defense Mapping

• Defense Mapping as a Platform

- Produce Authoritative Content

- Manage Production Environment

- Share and Collaborate 

Produce, Manage, and Share Authoritative Content
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Presentation Notes
Defense Mapping provides workflows, toolsets, and applications for producing, managing, and sharing Defense-specific foundation content.  We support multiple Defense standards out of the box with support files for editing, quality control, and map production.Defense Mapping for Server extends some of the key Desktop tools and workflows to the Server environment.



Esri Defense Mapping
Leveraging the ArcGIS Platform

Apps

Server

Systems of Record

System of Engagement

Services
Desktop
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Esri Defense Mapping Extension is targeted for use by organizations who produce, manage, and share defense authoritative content.  Defense Mapping  Extension to ArcGIS for Desktop provide the tools needed for organizations to effectively and efficiently manage and maintain their Systems of Record, And Defense Mapping Extension to ArcGIS for Server help organizations deliver a System of Engagement that is powered by their authoritative content delivered through the services and apps of a modern Web GIS.



Overview of POD Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Production Mapping for Server and Defense Mapping for Server products include all of the Geoprocessing tools that you get in the Desktop solutions so that they can be published as services or run through web applications. These installs also include all of the product files that are included with Desktop, so that you have everything that you need to be able to create and run products. 



Installed Components

- Production and Defense toolboxes
- MGCP and TDS database schemas 
- Cross Reference Databases
- Visual Specification Databases
- Grid XMLs, MXD templates
- Setup files for Product on Demand

Esri Defense Mapping for Server

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You get the Production Mapping and Defense Mapping toolboxes, MGCP and TDS database schemas, Cross Reference databases, Visual specification databases, styles, our Grid XMLs, and MXD templates. Now, one of the biggest parts of Production Mapping and Defense Mapping for Server is the Product on Demand application or POD application. All of the configuration files and setup files for POD are included in the Defense Mapping for Server installation, and Production Mapping has a sample application out on GitHub.



Product on Demand Application (POD)
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Before we really talk about the application itself, we are going to talk about what the application is doing in the background. The POD application uses data sitting behind the scenes which can be in the form of file geodatabases, enterprise databases, Web Feature Services, and Map Services. This data is the base data for the products in the application. The application is hooked into a Geoprocessing service named the Gateway service, and this service runs the logic from a python script or python toolbox. The application is looking for a specific folder structure and certain required files. From this folder structure, there is a mxd that the python script is run on, and the last step in the process is to export the mxd to either a PDF , Production PDF, Map Package or a zip package. A URL for the PDF or zip file is passed back to the application and on the user side, there is a link to the final result so that you can download the final product to your machine.



GIS Server File Structure for POD

arcgisserver (this is typically installed at C:\arcgisserver)
Topo_POD

Products
Custom Product folder

File Geodatabase, or Enterprise connection file
Grid XML file

Template MXD
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Presentation Notes
As I stated, the application expects a certain folder structure and certain files to exist in that folder structure. In the arcgisserver folder we place a Topo_POD folder and in that folder, there is the Map Services data, a products directory, the repository, the service definitions and the tools for the services that run POD. The most important part of this for setting up products is the Products directory. The directory contains a file named Config.ini, which is where several settings for the products are saved. In addition to the Config.ini, there is a folder for each product. This folder contains at a minimum a file geodatabase, or enterprise database connection file, an mxd and a grid xml. These files are used in the application for various things, but each one is expected by the application.



Cartographic Processes

Data Creation Process
• Create Contours

• Create Spot Heights

Cartographic Process
• Building Offsets

• Bridge Overrides

• Calculate and Apply 
Representations 

Create Rapid Graphic
• Populate Map Sheet Info

• Make Grids and Graticules

• Create Adjoining Sheet Guide 
Data

• Create Elevation Guide Box Data

• Convert Labels to Annotation
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To explain the process a bit; in the application you choose a product from the product pane, click in map to select or create an extent, the application uses the grid xml to help decide how to create the extent. Once the extent is created a product is added to the export queue. When you click on the export button, the application calls the Gateway service and gets the necessary information to run that product. The Gateway service calls a python script or a tool that contains the logic to create a specific product. That script then reads all the necessary information from the Config.ini file, and copies the specified data, and the mxd to the arcgisserver output folder. All of the processing from here on out happens in the output folder. The script updates the mxd and data based on the logic for that product and at the end exports either a PDF or zip file. The script then returns a URL to the POD application, and the user is able to click on that link to download the final product. Now, for the standard products (MTM50 and MTM100 and TM50 and TM100), a python script runs through some cartographic steps. After clipping and copying the data to the output folder, the script checks to see if contours and spot heights exist, if they do it passes the creation process, if they do not exist then the necessary tools are run to create contours, create spot heights, create low and high spots, then suppress the spots. After creating the contours and spots, the script applies representations to the data. The script then runs the Building Offsets, and Bridge Overrides tools. After this process is complete the script then calls the Rapid Graphic tool from the Defense Mapping toolbox. The Rapid Graphic tool runs Populate Map Sheet Info, Make Grids and Graticules, Create Adjoining Sheet Guide Data, Create Elevation Guide Box Data, and Convert Labels to Annotation. Once the Rapid Graphic tool has completed, the script exports the mxd to the desired output format.



Product on Demand Application (POD)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of products that have been created from the POD application. We will go in to a bit more detail about the specific products in the next slideMTM50TM50CTM25Imagery productTM50 GeneralizationNavigation mapStrip MapMap BookPoints of Interest Map



Products Supported in POD

- MTM 50 and MTM 100
- TM 50 and TM 100
- Points of Interest
- Imagery Products
- Map Book / Map Atlas
- Strip Map
- Topographic Navigation
- Generalization 
- CTM 25K and 50K products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past couple of years, we have been adding various products so that we can demonstrate the flexibility and capabilities of POD to our customers. Some of the custom products are based on customer requests, and some others are products that we have created in house based on customer requirementsThe standard products supported in the application are the MTM 50, MTM 100 (The MTM 50 and MTM 100 are specification driven maps using the MGCP data schema)TM 50, TM 100 (The TM 50 and TM 100 are specification driven maps using the TDS data schema)The custom products that we support in the application arePoints of Interest (The Points Of Interest map is a sample map that shows the process of creating a simple map using an imagery layer and features from a database)Imagery based products (The Imagery Products make use of a Imagery service, and create grids over the chosen area to produce the map)Map books or Map Atlases (The map book allows the user to choose several areas and then collates the pages into a single page PDF. This product uses data driven pages to create the output)Strip Maps (The strip map uses a line input to calculate the page size and scale and then creates a single map for each respective area, the final output is a single collated PDF file)Navigation maps (The navigation maps are maps that use topographic map services in the background and update to the area selected by the user, we then create grids for the area and export to PDF)Generalization or Generalized maps (The generalization products can take data collected a t 1:25,000 and generalize it out to 1:50,000 or 1:100,000. These are based on the TM products)CTM 25K and 50K Products (The CTM products are based on the Civilian Topographic Model data schema and are processed as a standard map for civilian agencies)These custom products show the flexibility of the application and just how much this application can be configured for custom uses. 



Creating a custom product

Producing a 
Product in POD
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Presentation Notes
At this point we are going to run through a few products and let you see the application(DEMO: run through the POI, Imagery and Navigation products. Show Map Book and Strip Map as well)Intro to the Map Book. This product is pointing to live data on the server and is generated on the fly from that data. Selecting the areas that you want to map creates several map sheets that are built appropriate for the page size and scale of the product. This sample map book is built for a page size of 8 ½ X 11 with a scale of 50K.



Generalization and POD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to take just a few minutes to talk about the generalization process. Currently we can take data created at a scale of 1:25,000 and generalize it out to 1:50,000 and 1:100,000. We also have the ability to take data collected at 1:50,000 and generalize out to 1:250,000. The models for this process are contained in the Production Mapping and Defense Mapping generalization toolboxes.



Automated Generalization

Multi-ScaleBest Scale Data

One database, multiple products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With automated generalization, an organization need only maintain a single database at the best scale.  Automated models and scripts are then used to create maps, charts, and data products at any output scale.These automated processes change the scale, resolution and representation of the data.  So how does this work…The goal of multi-scale mapping is to automatically produce any desired output scale data or cartographic product from a single best scale database which you maintain within your organization. In this presentation, we will discuss the high-level processes that can be used within the Esri Platform to automate your multi-scale mapping efforts.  Within the Esri Platform there are many methods you can use to automate multi-scale mapping, such as geoprocessing models, server-ready python scripts or Workflow Manager workflows.  Regardless of which automation method you use, the following workflow describes the key steps to create multi-scale products.



Multi-Scale Mapping

Best Scale 
Data

Prepare Data Data 
Generalization

Prepare
Cartographic Data

Cartographic
Finishing

Multi-Scale 
Products

Data Automation Map Automation
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We start with the data at its base scale (either 1:25,000 or 1:50,000) and the models and scripts use preset logic to eliminate, thin and aggregate features based on the desired output scale. For example, going from 1:50,000 to 1:250,000, building points will be eliminated and if there are enough features a built up area will be produced to represent these features. After the thinning process, we simplify and smooth polygons and lines so that they are cartographically pleasing. After this, the scripts apply representations base don the output scale and the final features are then used to create a PDF output of the selected area.Milt-Scale MappingEsri Production Mapping and Defense Mapping have been working on a Multi-Scale mapping workflow that will allow users to generate multi-scale map products from the best available source. The multi-scale workflow includes two phases Data Automation and Map Automation. Lets look into these two phases of MultiScale mapping



Map Generalization in Esri Defense Mapping
Theme-Based Approach

Cartographic Automation
Maintain Relationships

Generalize 
Shared

Features

Simplify / SmoothElimination / Thinning / 
Aggregation 

Map Sheet 
Content (250K) Map Product (250K)

Foundation 
Content (50K)

Map Sheet 
Content (50K)

Transportation 

Hydrography

Landcover

Infrastructure

Best Scale
Foundation Content (50K)

Settlement
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So what we have with Defense Mapping are models that generalized data following a theme-based approachBest scale foundation content, say 50KApply generalization techniques by theme (GENERALLY) firstWe then simplify and smooth while maintaining relationships (Smooth road, smooth BUA edge)Models address the generalization of the data. When complete, the data is ready to be plugged into the Desktop Cartographic Automation tools that Bo mentionedFor example, with 250K data we could now create a JOG Rapid Graphic



Custom POD Product Example - Generalization

- Defense Mapping (10.5.1 – 10.7.1) 
includes  models for 50K to 250K 
TDS data Generalization

- We modified these to support 
25K to 50K/100K as proof of 
concept

- Added to DefenseMappingServer.pyt and POD config files

- Output products are 50K and 100K TM from 25K source data
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As I stated, the tools for this process are included in the Generalization toolbox for Defense Mapping. What you get in the box is models and scripts to take 1:50,000 to 1:250,000 for the TDS data schema, we also have a sample script that calls the models with the proper parameters. We have also modified these models to work for 1:25,000 to 1:50,000. The 25K to 50K models are in a separate toolbox so that there is no confusion of what models to use for what scales. These tools have been added to the POD script so that generalization can take place through the POD application. Currently in the POD application we are working with the 25K to 50K models, but the 50K to 250K models will also work in the application. What this means is that you can generalize 25K data out to 50K or 100K products, and you can take data collected at 50K and generalize it out to 250K products.



Creating a Custom Product in 
POD
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Now we are going to talk about creating a custom product for the POD application



Creating a Custom Product

arcgisserver (this is typically installed at C:\arcgisserver)
Topo_POD

Products
Custom Product folder

File Geodatabase, or Enterprise connection file
Grid XML file

Template MXD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You remember the slide where we talked about the folder structure, well this is where the files needed for a custom product are needed.* To create a new product you will need to create a product folder with a descriptive name, something like UC_DEMO (which we will use in the demo)You will then create a mxd that is the page size and scale that you desire, and this mxd will have all of the surround elements that you want in your product. For example you may want to add a scale bar or north arrow. Once the mxd is saved, place it in this product folder with a descriptive name such as UC_DEMO.mxdAfter this is complete you will need either a file geodatabase, enterprise connection file, or WFS service that your data is coming from. If you have a connection file or a file geodatabase, you will place it here, if the data is coming from a WFS service, you will add the URL to that data in the Config.ini file when you create the product definition.The last part of this is adding a Grid XML file that the application will use to create the area of interest in the application. Once these steps are complete, you can move on to editing the Config.ini and podconfig.js files.



Adding the Product Definition

• Two files to update for a new product
1. Config.ini
2. podconfig.js

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two files that you need to update with the properties for the new product are the Config.ini and the podconfig.js file. * In the Config.ini, you need to add the product definition. This tells the application where the data, grid xml, and mxd are and the names of the database, grid xml and mxd are so that the application can easily find the necessary files. There are other properties in the Config.ini that are global for every product such as the name of the dataserver or arcgisserver machine, and the name of the webadaptor. These properties will already exist when you setup the application, so all you need to add for the new product is the information specific to the new product* The podconfig.js holds similar properties, but these are used by the client side of the application. These properties control how the application handles the product, and what information is sent back to the server side of the application. After updating these files you should be able to run your custom product from the POD application. This is assuming that the product is not doing something that the server scripts are not accounting for already. If you are building a complete custom logic, then you will need to create a script tool and add that to the Products folder so that the application knows what steps to take to run the product. In most cases, these types of custom products are not what our customers generally use. It is rare to find a client that wants complete new logic that is currently not used in the application.



Configuring a custom product

Adding a Product to 
POD
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Presentation Notes
Right now we are going to create a new product and run it through the application. I have already taken the steps of creating the data, grid xml and the mxd, but we are going to open the mxd, make a few changes, then save the mxd and pretend as if we are adding this new product from scratch. We will also go through the Config.ini and podconfig.js to show you the properties that were added as part of this. The main reason that we are not doing it from scratch here, is that it can take time to create the data, the grid xml, and the mxd, so we are going to skip this process for the sake of time.



Questions?



Please Take Our Survey on the App
Download the Esri Events 
app and find your event

Select the session 
you attended Select the Feedback tab Complete answers

and select “Submit”



See Us Here

• Topographic Map Production: An Introduction

• Topographic Data Generalization for 
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WORKSHOP LOCATION

• Room 30 D

• Room 30 E

• Room 05 B
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• Room 30 B

TIME FRAME

• July 9th 2:30 – 3:30 PM

• July 9th 4:00 – 5:00 PM

• July 10th 1:00 – 2:00 PM

• July 10th 2:30 - 3:30 AM

• July 11th 2:30 – 3:30 AM
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